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FIRST OF ALL, THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR THINKING OF US FOR YOUR 
WEDDING DAY. WE ARE IN LOVE WITH MAKING FILMS THAT TRUELY MAKE

YOU AS A COUPLE SHINE AND HAVE THE BEST EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE. 
BELOW ARE A LIST OF OUR PACKAGES. IF THERE'S SOMETHING ELSE 

YOU'RE LOOKING FOR, PLEASE LET US KNOW. WE'RE GENUINELY EXCITED 
AT THE OPPORTUNITY OF CAPTURING YOUR WEDDING DAY.
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ABOUT US.
 

Coming from a commercial fi lmmaking background, and stil l  involved within that scene, I bring as
much care and detail into your wedding day as I would for my clients like Hoyts or P&O cruises. I

absolutely love wedding days and being able to capture all the intricate moments that a lot of
typical videographers won't pick up on. I love travelling this magnificent world, meeting people

and hearing their unique stories - then sharing them with the world. Please, allow us to look after
your wedding film.

 
~ Blake Lisk, Director



PACKAGE ONE.

- 5 hours of coverage
- 3 minute highlight video

- online delivery with downloadability
- travel included up to 3 hrs return

- $2720 (inc. GST)
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PACKAGE TWO.

- 7 hours of coverage
- 6 minute highlight video

- drone footage (location and weather permitting)
- professional audio capture of vowels and speeches (to be intertwined into

final wedding film)
- online delivery with downloadability

- travel included up to 3 hrs return
- $3960 (inc. GST)
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PACKAGE THREE.

- 9 hours of coverage
- 6 minute highlight video

- 1 minute trailer edit
- 2 x 20sec social videos for instagram reels/tiktok
- drone footage (location and weather permitting)

- professional audio capture of vowels and speeches (to be intertwined into
final wedding film)

- a 2nd cinematographer
- full ceremony and speeches videos (delivered separately to highlight video)

- online delivery with downloadability
- travel included up to 3 hrs return

- $4980 (inc. GST)
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SUPER 8MM.

- 7 hours of coverage
- 5 minute highlight video

- 5 rolls of KODAK 500T super 8mm film (Roughly 17mins total footage)
- professional audio capture of vowels and speeches (to be intertwined into

final wedding film)
- online delivery with downloadability

- travel included up to 3 hrs return
- $3650 (inc. GST)
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ADD ONS.

- add on super 8mm footage (3 x rolls) $1200 (intertwined with digital
footage)

- all raw footage delivered on physical hard drive $400
- extra travel $100 / hr

- extra hours of coverage (lead cinematographer) $300 / hr
- full length speeches video $450
- full length ceremony video $450

- 1 minute trailer video $600
 - Portrait version of highlight film $500

- 20 second social media reels $250
- 5 day rush fee $800
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THANK YOU, WE LOOK 
FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU.


